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If you are a California resident, you have rights under the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 ("the CCPA"). Below, we
provide a description of your rights and disclosures about your personal information.
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Your Rights and How to Exercise Them
Right to know about the personal information we collect and share

The CCPA gives you the right to request that we disclose the specific pieces of personal information we have collected about you.
The categories of personal information we collect about you and the sources from which we collect such personal information are
described in the main Privacy Policy from which you were directed to this policy. Garmin does not sell, and has not sold, your
personal information. However, we disclose and have disclosed in the past 12 months certain categories of personal information
for a specified business purpose to certain categories of third parties, all as described in the main Privacy Policy from which you
were directed to this supplementary policy.

Right of deletion

You have the right to request that we delete your personal information, subject to certain exceptions.

How to exercise your rights

To request access to or deletion of your personal information, or to delete your Garmin account, visit Account Management
Center. You will need to provide your Garmin account credentials in order to access your account to exercise your rights. No one
else can request access to or deletion of your personal information without providing sufficient evidence of your authorization. If
you do not have a Garmin account, then we most likely would not have any personal data about you. If you do not have a
Garmin account and you wish to confirm that we do not have any personal information about you, or if you have a Garmin
account but are unable to access your account, you can email privacy@garmin.com or call 1-800-800-1020 to inquire and to
exercise your rights. If you do not have a Garmin account or if you are unable to access your Garmin account, then before we
will fulfill any request to exercise your rights, we will need to verify your identity. The method for verifying your identity varies
based on the identifying information we hold about you. You may be asked to reply to an email sent to the email address on
record or to provide the serial number of a Garmin device.

Disclosures About Your Personal Information
Categories of information we collect and disclose for a business purpose

We collect the categories of personal information from you in connection with the Services, as defined in the CCPA, that are
described in the main Privacy Policy from which you were directed to this policy.

Nondiscrimination
Garmin will not discriminate against you for exercising any of your CCPA rights.

Contact Us
You can email privacy@garmin.com if you have any questions regarding Garmin’s privacy practices.
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